By eliminating the disadvantages of earlier methods, the Triosorb Sponge has achieved a real breakthrough in thyroid testing. It is an in vitro test unmatched in accuracy, speed and convenience.

Accuracy: Because factors such as red blood cells and exogenous iodine have been eliminated from consideration in the Triosorb Test, it is unmatched in accuracy.

Speed: With only 3 washes and no need for double pipettings, shakers, or incubators, the Triosorb Test can be more rapidly performed than any other T-3 test.

Convenience: Triosorb is in a disposable kit ready for immediate use at room temperature, making it the simplest and most convenient thyroid function test to perform.

McAdams* reported that “The resin sponge (Triosorb) technique is superior to the erythrocyte method for performing the $^{131}I$ T3 test in terms of simplicity, convenience and elimination of errors characteristic of the erythrocyte procedure.”

Triosorb is available to all doctors, hospitals and clinical laboratories - AEC licensing is not required. Because Triosorb will enable far more screenings to be performed, this procedure may soon become as standard as today’s blood counts and urinalyses.

Product Quality begins INSIDE* the bottle

**NEOHYDRIN Hg-203**
(chloromerodrin Hg-203)

A new stabilizing agent, *theophylline*, suggested by Dr. D. L. Tabern, **improves the stability** of Volk Neohydrin to light and heat. Decomposition in the bottle is not a problem with the Volk product.

**SODIUM RADIOIODIDE I-131 SOLUTION**
(sodium iodide I-131)

New stabilizing agent, **ascorbic acid** (0.5%), added to solutions effectively **maintains the iodide state**, and is more palatable to the patient than cysteine which forms H₂S.

**HIPPURAN I-131**
(sodium iodohippurate I-131)

**DODRAST I-131**
(iodopyracet I-131)

**ROSE BENGAL I-131**
(rose bengal I-131)

**RADIOTRIOLEIN**
(triolein I-131)
AND
**RADIO-OLEIC I-131 ACID**
(oleic acid I-131)

The **Silver Saddle** is a continuously active purifying agent for the removal of free iodide. It is an exclusive Volk agent added to these products where free iodide is released on storage. A silver salt contained within the porous porcelain saddle binds iodide in an insoluble form.

**PRODUCT QUALITY**
begins the bottle

**RADIOCHEMICAL COMPANY**

8260 Elmwood Ave., Skokie, Ill.
803 North Lake St., Burbank, Calif.

TO ORDER CALL:
CHICAGO COLLECT: 312-673-3760
BURBANK COLLECT: 213-849-6023
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTS FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH AND DIAGNOSIS: COMPLETE, CURRENT, CREATIVE

Since 1946, Nuclear-Chicago Corporation has designed and produced versatile, automatic instruments and systems for clinical research and diagnosis.

The instrument or system that bears the Nuclear-Chicago name often provides the stimulus for the increasing use of radioisotopes in clinical medicine. Here are but a few examples. There are more— instruments and systems of proven merit and constantly enlarging application.

Pho/Dot™ Isotope Scanner—the most advanced scanner available. Automatic controls take the guesswork out of scanning. Separate photo- and dot-recording systems produce a superb display of the location and concentration of isotope-labelled compounds within the human body.

Pho/Gamma™ Scintillation Camera—faster, more efficient than the most advanced photomechanical scanner. Because of its speed and sensitivity, it can (1) produce complete pictures of radioisotope distribution in organs or body areas at speeds up to ten times faster than photomechanical scanners and (2) produce rapid-sequence, stop-motion pictures of dynamic processes such as the flow of isotopes into and out of an organ.

In-Vivo Counting—with Thyrad™ and Renaltron™ Systems for evaluating thyroid uptake and kidney function. Both use highly efficient NaI(Tl) crystal detectors plus the latest solid-state electronics for reliable, long-term performance.

In-Vitro Counting—with the largest selection of manual and automatic gamma systems. Advanced electronics, sensitive NaI(Tl) crystal well-type detectors ensure a high order of reliability.

Clinical Accessories—include a variety of mobile detector stands and instrument racks. Also available are specialized detectors for surgical applications and a selection of scintillation detectors, collimators, and lead shielding.

For further details, consult your Nuclear-Chicago sales engineer.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A DIVISION OF NUCLEAR-CHICAGO CORPORATION
313 Howard, Des Plaines, Ill. 60018 U.S.A.
Donker Curtiusstraat 7
Amsterdam W, The Netherlands
On its way to you . . .

any day of the week!

Reduced renal dosage often makes Hg-197 the scan agent of choice, yet its short half-life prevents long storage. Let Nuclear Consultants ship it as needed, pre-calibrated for time of use. Or, you stock it and save money with NCC's “Controlled Decay” program . . . we absorb the decay and you keep the isotope ready for use when you need it—ask for details.

Chlormerodrin (Neohydrin) Hg-203 or Hg-197 is just one of the many radiopharmaceuticals available for immediate shipment from Nuclear Consultants laboratories.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG

Over 100 catalog items, including:
STRONTIUM NITRATE Sr 85
SELENOMETHIONINE Se 75
COLLOIDAL GOLD Au 198
THYROXINE I 131

PHARMACEUTICAL DIVISION
NUCLEAR CONSULTANTS CORPORATION
9842 Manchester Rd., St. Louis, Mo., 63119, 314 WO 2-2162
Chicago, Ill., 60602, 25 E. Washington St., 312 F1 6-4600
Cleveland, Ohio, 44107, 17907 Detroit Ave., 216 LA 1-2221
Glendale, Calif., 91201, 1717 Victory Blvd., 213 CH 5-3805
Houston, Texas, 77005, 2210 McClendon St., 713 MO 7-2159
New York, N. Y. 10017, 509 Fifth Ave., 212 MU 7-2873
San Francisco, Calif., 94109, 1715 Polk St., 415 GR 4-8080
In nuclear medicine, the CS 500 Medical Scanner is a valuable clinical tool for organ or tumor visualization, providing a powerful adjunct to the diagnostic skills of the physician.

The CS 500 features photorecording on X-ray film and teledeltos paper recording to display the distribution and concentration of isotopic labeled compounds localized in selected organs and areas of the human body. Studies utilizing the most recent scanning techniques with newly developed radioactive compounds may be done accurately and quickly.

Truly significant differences are revealed, even at low count rates, by the electronic elimination of background, and the expansion of the remaining data photographically over the entire contrast curve.

Mechanically, the CS 500 is simple to operate. Either a unidirectional or a bi-directional mode may be used to direct the scanning movement of the probe in the horizontal plane. The height of this scanning plane above the subject is push-button controlled.

For PENETRATING ANALYSIS, the clinician can have confidence in the CS 500 Medical Scanner because of its proven performance in scores of leading medical institutions throughout North America. Service available through all Baird-Atomic sales offices, in the U.S. and abroad.

Write to the Atomic Instrument Department for brochure CS 500.
record dynamic function without equilibrium lag

The Picker DUAL RATE COMPUTER gives you histogram curves without ratemeter distortion and lag. It can also print digital data at rates up to ten times per second.
Medotopes reflect the latest developments in nuclear medicine. All provide the utmost in safety and convenience. All have unique packaging safeguards so that direct contact is never required. Exclusive lead shield enclosures are fitted with bottle caps that unscrew automatically. Saf-Tag® vials and bottles are carefully encased and double protected by transparent, shatterproof plastic coatings, and shipping cartons have convenient “pull-tab” openers. And, each preparation is custom-handled, each delivery custom-routed by Squibb Traffic Service. Access to three major airports expedites shipment.

Squibb Radiopharmaceuticals are available to the AEC-licensed physician. For full information, write to Professional Service Dept., Squibb, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
A Valuable Addition To Your Professional Library
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AN IMPORTANT NEW JOURNAL

featuring

Original articles in clinical medicine, basic and clinical medical research, physics and chemistry dealing with the use of isotopes in humans, and articles on related subjects. The latter includes dosimetry, instrumentation, protection, techniques, biologic effects contributing to the use or effects of isotopes in clinical medicine or the clinical effects of ionizing radiation.
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Five Radiation Lab Functions
You Can Perform Best
with a
GAMMASCOPE®

1. Using mixed tracers in absorption studies
The 100-channel Gammascope will function as a dual-peak spectrometer, clearly displaying the energy peaks of both elements on the visual and printed spectrum. Both elements are counted automatically and simultaneously.

2. Working with short-lived isotopes
Half-lives of less than a day are problems for scanning devices, but the Gammascope, with fast automatic data accumulation, can complete a spectrum analysis in far less time than it takes to materially affect the isotope's activity.

3. Determining isotope purity
Monitoring samples to determine their purity or to check the specifications of matched samples are other laboratory processes that can be completed quickly and accurately with the greater resolution, counting speed and readout efficiency of the Gammascope.

4. Using several isotopes in succession
It is a simple matter to recalibrate the Gammascope for each new element used. Simply set the adjustable visual window to intensify the primary energy peak. The window adjusts to any width (number of channels) and any location on the energy spectrum.

5. Making diagnostic and experimental spectrum analyses
In whole body counts, uptake studies and other biophysical radiation applications, the Gammascope will complete a spectrum analysis in a fraction of the time a scanning spectrometer takes. All pulses are stored in the 100-channel magnetic core memory while the cathode-ray tube simultaneously displays the build-up of the spectrum. To make a complete analysis you calibrate in one step, start the analysis and the automatic accumulation takes over. The completed count — determined by the pre-set live timer — can be printed out on the digital printer.

The Gammascope pulse analysis system includes built-in linear amplifier, high voltage supply, visual display and external printer — $5990 (export slightly higher).

For complete data contact the nearest TMC office or Technical Measurement Corporation, 447 Washington Avenue, North Haven, Connecticut.
8-INCH CRYSTAL RADIOISOTOPE SCANNER

More than a year ago Ohio-Nuclear delivered its first 8-inch crystal radioisotope scanner. It was our standard Model 54 Scanner except for the heavier shield and the scanning head beneath instead of over the patient.

The spectroscopy grade crystal in this scanner is 8 inches in diameter by 2 inches thick with a 2-inch thick inactivated sodium iodide light pipe. The crystal assembly is stainless steel.

The scanner has a massive 2000-pound shield mounted within the scanning table; a scanning area 60 x 16 inches; an electrically powered, adjustable height detector assembly to accommodate collimators of different thicknesses; and a Bucky beneath the patient.

The maximum scanning speed is 100 inches per minute.

The data plotter provides both a dot record as well as a photoscan. It is driven with synchros and may be located where it is most convenient for the operator.

This scanner is in almost continuous use in research programs and special clinical studies. For example: as part of a current study, brain scans of extraordinary resolution are being obtained at scanning speeds of 50 inches/minute.

If a similar scanner would interest you, call us. The price is $19,950 complete with transistorized electronics, ready to scan in your laboratory, 120 day delivery guaranteed.

OHIO—NUCLEAR, INC.
1725 FALL AVENUE
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
621-8477
universal II 
scintiscanner

Shown with 3" Detector and Photoscanner

Scans in ANY PLANE
with
Patient in Any Position

Model ST-300, 3 inch Scintimeter, complete
with lead shielding and four focusing collimators, provides minimum background count
and maximum resolution.

Variable Scan Speed and Adjustable Spacing

The only scanner that accepts both 2 and 3 inch
detectors for scanning in any plane, Curtis Nuclear's Model SN-250 Scintiscanner is designed
to scan the brain, heart, liver, kidneys and other
vital organs with no discomfort to the patient. A
one operator instrument, its modular construction
permits its use with a wide selection of detectors,
collimators, and counting and recording instru-
ments. Features includes "joy stick" positioning,
no large "over-the-patient" structure, illuminated
outline of scan area, and universal head assem-
ibly that allows a multitude of tests in addition to
scanning.

When connected with the dual, transistorized Pho-
toscanner, Model PS 123T, the scanner provides
a choice of either continuous film exposure (rate)
or periodic exposure (integral).

Write for complete information and specifications to ...

CURTIS NUCLEAR CORPORATION
“first in scanning”
THE ORIGINAL REED-CURTIS

1948 East 46th Street, Los Angeles, California 90058
IMAGE-MAKER

A REALITY. Rapid visualization and location of gamma-emitting isotopes in organs and areas of the body—Pho/Gamma Scintillation Camera from Nuclear-Chicago. Thoroughly field-tested, proved reliable.

SPEED WITH SENSITIVITY. Up to ten times faster than a photomechanical scanner—even our own Pho/Dot—in producing and recording gamma images.

NEW INSIGHTS. Rapid-sequence, stop-motion pictures to depict dynamic processes, such as the flow of labelled compounds into and out of an organ.

MORE INFORMATION? From your Nuclear-Chicago sales engineer. Or write us.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A DIVISION OF NUCLEAR-CHICAGO CORPORATION
313 Howard, Des Plaines, Ill. 60018 U.S.A.

In Europe: Donker Curtiusstraat 7
Amsterdam W, The Netherlands